
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUPPLIERS 

Equipment suppliers will benefit'from the 
dramatic restructuring and new Market demands 
in the food processing industry. Contributing 
factors inchirle: 

CI the need for, increased efficiency to reduce 
manufacturing costs  and  i'mpro‘;e comp-
etitiveness at the retail level; 

consumer demand for new and attractive 
packaging materials as a result of imports 

 froin  the  U.S., Europe and, more recently, 
Chile; f  

, U  additional demand for new consumer-ready 
foods; and 

HI  the-need_to, compete yith imports, head 7on, 
and develerp'proMicts for expriii to oVerseas 
markets. 

OPPORTUNMES IN MEXICO: 
• FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSING AND PACKAGING EQUIPMENT 

gillECTIMININER LeitieWEIMIMUILY,1151. 

COMPETITION 

! Some international cquiPnient firms. : have 
established a strong:PréSéricé in Mexico Major  
players arm:Sriird Systenis, Asser oakes, Fenco 
Spa, Ica,:.'Câ'Vanna, Errehi;:TMCi Padovan, 
Brantiàii;: àrlandi (Gnip.5:SeFib), and Pavan. 
Nle.itican purchaseii:are quite sophistieate >eati'd 

, make a point of  travelling ,tomajôr trade fairs in 
thé  U S and  Germany Those conipanies With 
feréign tiwncrshiP Use this  association  to pioVide 

[ engineerS and technicians  with  on the !oh 
, training at parent plants Overseas. 
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Food packaging is expected to offer importers some of the most interesting 
opportunities. If Mexican consumer-ready products are to hold their markets 
against foreign competitors, they must adapt to more savvy packaging. For 
instance, eye-catching, brightly colored wrappers on candy imported from Chile 
is currently stealing market share frorn Mexican confectionery manufacturers. 
New packaging techniques which help to extend the shelf-life of products are 
also needed. 

BAKED GOODS 

The large bakers generally buy most of their processing and packaging equipment 
abroad. Imports of new and rebuilt equipment make up about two-thirds of the 
total equipment market. Low-volume, neighbourhood tortilla vendors buy mostly 
Mexican-made equipment. 

Processing and packaging equipment used by the larger distributors has 
traditionally been based on medium-level technology. Now, in response to rising 
demand for wheat-based products and the need for longer, more automated 
production runs, the larger firms are beginning to shop for state-of-the-art 
technology. 

Until recently, flour was heavily subsidized by the government on the grounds 
that bread and tortillas were essentials. Now that subsidies have been eliminated, 
micro-bakeries sewing their immediate communities must invest in new 
equipment to increase efficiency. Packing opportunities are limited, however, 
since bread is sold in plain paper bags, and tortillas in brown paper or directly into 
a purchaser's cloth napkin. 

Even those distributors with large networks are not yet taking full advantage of 
the sophisticated packaging equipment and design opportunities common to the 
North American market. Packaging equipment is currently quite basic, so 
opportunities exist in the high end of the bakery subsector. 

Larger families in Mexico demand correspondingly larger packaging than is 
common for baked goods in Canada. For instance, 50 percent of the cookie shelf-
space in supermarkets is taken up with one-kilogram packages. 


